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A Guide to Proud Cultures in Decline Once, before the fabled First Age, Creation was a far different
place. The Primordials still ruled from Yu-Shan, and the gods wrought their mastersâ€™ will from the
Blessed Isle. In a time when humanity had yet to taste freedom, the world was ruled by other races,
both mysterious and powerful. The course of the Primordial War wiped out most of these peoples,
but two lived on under Solar rule, the noble Dragon Kings and the clever Jadeborn, though even
then their decline had begunâ€¦ a decline hastened by the Usurpation. Will the return of their
erstwhile lords and allies, the Solar Exalted, mark a return to greatness for these races, or are they
doomed to finally fall during this time of tumult? A character sourcebook for ExaltedÂ®, Second
Edition, featuring: â€¢ Everything players and Storytellers need to generate Mountain Folk
characters, including their Charms â€¢ Everything players and Storytellers need to generate Dragon
King characters, including their Paths â€¢ Examples of both racesâ€™ unique wonders
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Scroll of the Fallen Races is a double sided book, not unlike the Black and White Treaties. It covers
the Mountain Folk and the Dragon kings. Both sides have the same layout, so for simplification, I am
going to just give them at the same time.Introduction- Both sides give a short introduction to explain
what the races are like and give a short glossary of important terms.Chapter 1- This section is the
most informative for both races, as it is the only chapter to actually discuss the races, their history,
the sociology, physiology, psychology, current situation, cities, technology, etc. Both of these
chapters end with several pages of artifacts mostly exclusive to the races. It includes several new

weapons and armor designs, but this stuff is intended for the races that made it, not Humans.
Dragon Kings make use of both essence enhanced crystal and plants for their technology, and it is
all most impressive. The Mountain Folk gear just seems slightly overpowered, especially for its cost.
This chapter for both sides contain a several campaign hooks buried in the information, and will
make character creation much easier.Dragon Kings are savage creatures that need to be
trained/tamed, so as they raise in essence score, they start to regain their personality and then
memories from their previous lives. They come in four races corresponding to the four directions.
The Dragon Kings that have for the most part been mindless hunters for most of the second age are
now randomly recovering their minds. This used to take a decade of dedicated training to do, but
several have just started to recover personalities and functioning again. This is mostly associated
with the Solar return.Mountain Folk are divided into castes.
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